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1/ Motivation and contributions

Contributions:

(1). MUAD: a new automotive dataset with annotations for 
multiple tasks and multiple uncertainty sources.

(2). A wide range of benchmarks on MUAD dataset for 
multiple computer vision tasks and settings to further 
support research in this area.

(3). An extensive study on uncertainty quantification for 2D 
output tasks for recent Transformer-based architectures.

Motivation:

(1). Disentangling the different types and sources of 
uncertainty is non trivial for most datasets, especially since 
there is no ground truth for uncertainty

(2). Adverse weather conditions of varying intensities are 
usually under-represented in both training and test sets in 
public datasets. 

2/ Dataset Overview:

4 supported tasks:
Semantic segmentation
Depth estimation
Object detection 2D/3D
Instance segmentation

3 types of adversity conditions 
with 2 intensity levels:
Fog, Rain, Snow

1024×2048 high resolution 
images

21 classes:
19 ID classes (same as 
Cityscapes), 2 OOD classes 
(object anomalies and animals)

10413 annotated images:
3420 images in the train set, 492 in the 
validation set and 6501 in the test set. 2/3 being 
day images and 1/3 night images

7 test sets:
Normal sets
Normal set overhead sun
OOD set
Low adv. Set
High adv. Set
Low adv. with OOD set
High adv. with OOD set

3/ Experiment results:

TLDR: We provide a new synthetic dataset with 
multiple uncertainty sources for autonomous driving 
in order to better simulate and evaluate aleatoric 
uncertainty (domain-shift caused by unknow 
weather conditions) and epistemic uncertainty (Out-
of-Distribution samples).

Overview of the different datasets for uncertainty on autonomous driving: Number of annotated pixels per class in MUAD:

Semantic segmentation:

Monocular depth estimation:

Object detection: Semantic segmentation simple domain 
adaptation from MUAD to Cityscapes

Monocular depth estimation simple domain adaptation 
from MUAD to KITTI eigen-split

Download Dataset:
Scan the QR code on the right and fill 
the form, then download link will be 
permanently provided. (Test sets will 
be fully provided after the challenge.)

MUAD Challenge:
MUAD Uncertainty Estimation for Semantic 
Segmentation Challenge is held on 
CodaLab, feel free to participate.
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Photorealistic rendering
Sky: a physical model of the light coming from 
the, the factors includes ozone, humidity etc.

Rain and snow: the falling speed and size of 
raindrops are chosen according to observed 
real rain and snow.

Fog: a full volumetric approach for the 
simulation where scattering effects are 
considered.


